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ABSTRACT
Introduction Owing to the novelty of COVID- 19, there 
are still large knowledge gaps concerning its effect on 
the brain and the resulting impact on peoples’ lives. This 
large- scale prospective follow- up study investigates 
COVID- 19- associated brain damage, neuropsychological 
dysfunction and long- term impact on the well- being 
of patients and their close ones. It is hypothesised that 
structural brain damage and cognitive dysfunction 
primarily occur in severely ill patients, as compared with 
moderately ill patients. Cognitive complaints, emotional 
distress and impact on well- being are hypothesised to be 
less dependent on illness severity.
Methods and analysis For this multicentre study, 200 
patients with COVID- 19 (100 intensive care unit (ICU) 
patients and 100 non- ICU patients) formerly hospitalised 
in one of the six recruiting hospitals during the first 
European infection wave (ie, March to June 2020) and 
their close ones will be recruited. At minimally 6 months 
posthospital discharge, patients will perform a set of 
neuropsychological tests and are subjected to a 3T 
MRI scan. Patients and close ones will fill out a set of 
questionnaires, also at minimally 6 months posthospital 
discharge and again another 6 months thereafter. Data 
related to COVID- 19 hospitalisation will be extracted 
from the patients’ medical records. MRI abnormalities 
will ultimately be related to neuropsychological test 
performance and questionnaire outcomes.
Ethics and dissemination Ethics approval was granted 
by the medical research ethics committee of Maastricht 
University Medical Centre and Maastricht University 
(NL75102.068.20). The project is sponsored by The 
Brain Foundation Netherlands. Findings will be presented 
at national and international conferences, as well as 
published in peer- reviewed scientific journals.
Trial registration number NCT04745611.

INTRODUCTION
Background and rationale
COVID- 19 has become known for its damage to 
the respiratory system. However, as the number 

of infected individuals grew, so did the concern 
about the potential impact of this novel disease 
on the brain. Concerns were fuelled by knowl-
edge of other coronaviruses affecting the brain 
and were strengthened by accumulating reports 
of neurological manifestations (eg, headaches, 
dizziness, loss of taste and smell).1–4 These mani-
festations demonstrate an impact of the disease 
on the central nervous system, with more severe 
manifestations occurring in more severely ill 
patients.1–3

The impact of COVID- 19 on the brain was 
observed through MRI studies, which reported 
various forms of brain damage in this patient 
population. Among these were frequent 
reports of acute and subacute infarcts, micro-
haemorrhages, white matter hypodensities/
hyperintensities, leptomeningeal enhance-
ment and cortical fluid- attenuated inver-
sion recovery (FLAIR) signal abnormalities 
(induced by, eg, encephalitis, postictal state or 
ischaemia).5 6 Preliminary results suggest that, 
like neurological symptoms, brain damage 

Strengths and limitations of this study

 ► This will be the first multicentre study to provide 
insight into the relationship between COVID- 19- 
associated brain damage, neuropsychological dys-
function, cognitive complaints and well- being in the 
long term.

 ► The sample selection allows a comparison of conse-
quences in severely ill (intensive care unit (ICU)) and 
moderately ill (non- ICU) patients.

 ► The study results will benefit from enhanced gener-
alisability and population representability due to the 
multicentre design.

 ► The study sample is limited to the COVID- 19 survi-
vors of the first infection wave in Dutch hospitals.
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also finds a stronger representation within more severely 
ill patients.2 3 The biological mechanisms proposed to 
contribute to COVID- 19- related brain damage are viral 
invasion of the nervous system, hyperinflammation, 
vasculitis, hypoxia and hypercoagulation.7–9

The observed brain damage may result in a neuropsycho-
logical dysfunction. Retrospective research indeed suggests 
cognitive dysfunction (eg, memory, attention and execu-
tive dysfunction) and emotional distress (eg, anxiety and 
depression).10–12 However, the need was voiced for prospec-
tive long- term investigations to determine the prevalence, 
nature and extent of neuropsychological dysfunction.11 
Furthermore, cognitive dysfunction may be associated with 
cognitive complaints. However, the mapping between cogni-
tive dysfunction and cognitive complaints is not straight-
forward. Cognitive complaints are not always attributable 
to brain damage and cognitive dysfunction. Instead, they 
may also result from other factors, such as depression and 
fatigue, leading to an objective- subjective discrepancy.13 
Furthermore, while patients may suffer from neurological 
and neuropsychological dysfunction, also their close ones 
(eg, relatives or friends) may be adversely affected. Close 
ones of severely ill patients are at high risk for experiencing 
emotional distress such as anxiety, post- traumatic stress and 
depression.14 This highlights the importance of adequate 
assessment of complaints and dysfunctions, which can ulti-
mately guide the way for aftercare for survivors and close 
ones.

Although many studies investigate the impact of COVID- 19 
on physical and mental health separately, the interplay 
between brain damage, neuropsychological dysfunction and 
well- being has not yet been investigated. This comprehen-
sive knowledge will facilitate post- COVID- 19 care and may 
thereby reduce long- term negative disease impact. We expect 
neurological consequences and therefore cognitive dysfunc-
tion to mostly occur in more severely ill patients. In contrast, 
cognitive complaints, emotional distress and decreased 
well- being are hypothesised to be present in moderately ill 
patients as well.

Study objectives
This investigation answers the call for longitudinal 
prospective follow- up studies and aims to uncover COVID- 
19- related neurological consequences and neuropsy-
chological dysfunction comparatively for severely ill (ie, 
ICU) and moderately ill (ie, non- ICU) hospital- admitted 
patients.11 15 The specific objectives of the study are as 
follows:

 ► Investigate the presence and nature of neurological 
consequences (ie, neurological symptoms and struc-
tural brain damage).

 ► Assess the presence and extent of neuropsychological 
dysfunction (ie, cognitive dysfunction and emotional 
distress).

 ► Relate cognitive complaints to neuropsychological 
dysfunction and underlying structural brain damage.

 ► Analyse the long- term impact of neurological conse-
quences, neuropsychological dysfunction and 

cognitive complaints on the well- being of patients and 
their close ones.

 ► Identify clinical predictors associated with greater risk 
for structural brain damage and neuropsychological 
dysfunction.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS
Study design
The study is a multicentre prospective follow- up cohort 
study. At minimally 6 months posthospital discharge (ie, 
timepoint 1 (T1)), patients will (a) undergo an MRI brain 
scan to assess structural brain damage, (b) complete a 
neuropsychological test battery to examine cognitive 
dysfunction and (c) complete a set of questionnaires to 
investigate neurological symptoms, emotional distress and 
well- being. Another 6 months thereafter (ie, timepoint 2; 
T2), the set of questionnaires will be filled out a second 
time. Likewise, two sets of questionnaires, measuring 
emotional distress and well- being, will be completed by 
close ones at T1 and T2. (d) Data concerning hospital 
admission and disease characteristics will be extracted 
from the patients’ medical files. To assess differences with 
regard to disease severity (ie, severely ill and moderately 
ill), measures will be compared between ICU- treated and 
non- ICU- treated patients.

Participants
The population consists of (a) patients with COVID- 19 
admitted to one of the six Dutch recruiting hospitals 
(ie, Amsterdam UMC, Maastricht UMC, UMC Utrecht, 
Zuyderland MC, Onze Lieve Vrouwe Gasthuis and Diako-
nessenhuis Utrecht) during the first European infection 
wave (March to June 2020) and (b) individuals who main-
tain regular and close contact with a participating patient, 
referred to as close ones.

Inclusion criteria
Patients with COVID-19

 ► Objectified SARS- CoV- 2 infection for which ICU or 
non- ICU hospitalisation was necessary between March 
and June 2020.

 ► Admission to one of the six recruiting hospitals.
 ► 18 years or older.
 ► Mastering the Dutch language sufficiently to follow 

test instructions and answer questionnaires.
 ► Informed consent.

Close ones
 ► 18 years or older.
 ► Mastering the Dutch language sufficiently to follow 

test instructions and answer questionnaires.
 ► Informed consent.

Exclusion criteria
Patients with COVID-19

 ► Objectified cognitive impairment before hospital 
admission as confirmed by a treating physician.

 ► Severe structural neurological damage occurring 
after hospital discharge (ie, stroke and traumatic 
brain injury).
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 ► Physical inability to attend a hospital visit.
 ► Contraindications for MRI scanning (eg, metallic 

implants, implantable cardioverter defibrillators, 
claustrophobia and pregnancy).

Sample size calculation
We aim to include 100 ICU and 100 non- ICU survivors, 
plus one optional close one per patient. These numbers 
are based on expected group differences in cognitive 
dysfunction and grounded in group differences among 
similar populations. Normative values on a global 
measure of cognitive impairment (ie, Montreal Cognitive 
Assessment (MoCA)) were compared between a cohort 
of healthy elderly individuals and a mild stroke cohort, 
representing the non- ICU and ICU groups, respec-
tively.16 17 Based on that, an effect size of 0.44 was estimated 
for differences in cognitive dysfunction between the non- 
ICU and ICU groups. As brain damage commonly mani-
fests in cognitive dysfunction, we assume this estimated 

effect size to be similarly applicable to group differences 
in cognitive dysfunction. A power calculation with this 
effect size, power of 80% and two- sided α of 0.05 suggests 
a minimum of 81 participants per group. Taking dropout 
into account, the recruitment of 100 patients per group 
(ie, 200 patients in total) should result in sufficient statis-
tical power to detect an effect of the estimated size. As 
the first measurement is executed during a hospital 
visit, we expect no dropouts at this stage. For the second 
measurement timepoint, we anticipate a dropout rate of 
10%–15%. To minimise attrition, participants will receive 
weekly reminders for a total of 4 weeks to fill in the second 
set of questionnaires unless they withdraw consent.

Recruitment process
A summary of the recruitment process is shown in figure 1. 
In each of the six recruiting hospitals, a treating physician 
will assess the eligibility of randomly selected patients 
based on hospital records of hospitalised patients. The 

Figure 1 The recruitment process. MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NP, neuropsychological testing; PIL, participant 
information letter; RT, research team; T1, timepoint 1; T2, timepoint 2.
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physician will then enquire whether eligible patients 
are interested in study participation. If a patient is inter-
ested, potential study participation will be discussed with 
a research assistant via telephone. The patient will be 
asked about the presence of a partner, family member or 
another individual close enough for being able to answer 
a detailed questionnaire about the patient’s physiological 
and mental health before and after hospital admission. 
The close one should preferably have daily but at least 
weekly contact with the patient. In case a close one is 
available, and the patient agrees with joint participation, 
the close one will likewise be informed. Subsequently, 
information material will be sent to both patient and 
close one. Participation of a close one is not a require-
ment for patient participation in the study. Minimally 
7 days following receipt of the information material, a 
second phone call will be made to determine continued 
participation interest, to answer questions and schedule 
the visit. In case of a participation- agreement, the patient 
and, where applicable, the close one, are invited for a 
hospital visit at one of the three participating university 
medical centres (ie, Amsterdam UMC, Maastricht UMC 
and UMC Utrecht).

Study procedures
The hospital visit will take place at T1. After having given 
informed consent, patients will receive (a) a structural 
MRI brain scan, specified below, performed at the local 
radiology departments according to standard procedures 
(including an MRI safety check) and (b) neuropsycho-
logical testing, carried out by trained research assistants. 
Meanwhile, close ones will fill out a set of questionnaires 
available digitally or on paper. Patients will likewise fill 
out a set of questionnaires (ie, questionnaires T1) with 
the option to do so on- site or at their home. If scanning 
and testing are not possible on the same day (eg, due to 
fatigue or hospital scheduling limitations), two separate 
appointments will be scheduled maximally 1 week apart. 
At T2, patients and close ones will again fill out the set 
of questionnaires (ie, questionnaires T2). Additionally, 
by signing the informed consent, patients grant the 
researchers access to medical file data collected during 
their COVID- 19 hospital stay. MRI scans will be evaluated 
by an independent, certified neuroradiologist at one of 
the hospitals (ie, MUMC+). The scan evaluation will take 
place blinded with regard to the patients’ prior hospi-
talisation and neuropsychological test performance. All 
data will be analysed by the executing researcher who will 
be blinded to data of the patients’ hospital admission.

Outcome measures and measurement tools
MRI protocol
Patients will undergo a 3T MRI scan to investigate struc-
tural brain damage. The scan protocol consists of the 
following sequences: T1- weighted, T2- weighted, FLAIR, 
susceptibility- weighted imaging and diffusion- weighted 
imaging. These sequences allow optimal evaluation of the 

brain damage expected based on the earlier discussed 
literature and proposed underlying mechanisms.

Neuropsychological functioning
A neuropsychological test battery will be administered 
to assess cognitive dysfunction (taking approximately 
2 hours, including short breaks). This battery has been 
compiled by experts in the field and is based on current 
literature.18 These tests will be used to evaluate the 
following:

 ► Global cognitive function with the MoCA.19

 ► Memory with the Rey’s auditory verbal learning test.20

 ► Executive function and attention with the Trail 
Making Test A/B,21 Stroop Test22 and Digit Span Test 
(subtest from the Wechsler Intelligence Scales23).

 ► Visuospatial function with Judgement of Line 
Orientation.24

 ► Language function with the Boston Naming Task,25 
Controlled Oral Word Associations Task24 and Cate-
gory fluency.26

 ► Processing speed with the Symbol Digit Substitution 
Test (subtest from the Wechsler Intelligence Scales).23

 ► Symptom validity with the Test of Memory 
Malingering.27

Questionnaires
A set of questionnaires will be filled out to investi-
gate (premorbid) physical functioning, neurological 
symptoms, emotional distress (depression, anxiety and 
post- traumatic stress symptoms), cognitive complaints, 
personal factors (coping), environmental factors (social 
support, caregiver strain), sleep (quality, satisfaction, 
fatigue) and well- being (social participation and quality 
of life). Table 1 gives an overview of the investigated 
domains, respective assessment tools, the time point of 
investigation and whether they will be administered to 
patients, close ones or both.

Demographics and disease-related characteristics
Demographic data such as age, sex, education, marital 
status, living arrangement and status of employment 
will be collected from patients and close ones through a 
questionnaire at T1. Data that will be retrieved from the 
patient medical files concern (1) general hospital admis-
sion, such as length of stay, (2) disease- related parameters, 
such as the presence of coagulation disorders or renal 
failure and (3) treatment- related parameters, such as the 
need for mechanical ventilation, sedation and treatment 
with immunosuppressants. For this, we will make use of 
an existing national patient database (ie, CovidPredict).28

Data analysis
MRI analysis
Based on the findings of earlier studies and damage 
predicted by the formerly mentioned mechanisms, the 
analysis will evaluate the following aspects5 6:

 ► White matter lesions by the use of Fazekas scores.29
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 ► Cerebral infarcts (specified by location: frontal/pari-
etal/temporal/occipital/cerebellar and left hemi-
sphere/right hemisphere).

 ► Lacunar infarcts (specified by location: basal ganglia/
cerebellar/lobar/brainstem).

 ► FLAIR hyperintensities other than white matter 
lesions and infarcts.

 ► Number of perivascular spaces (highest number in 
one hemisphere in a four- category scale;30 separately 
for basal ganglia and centrum semiovale).

 ► Haemorrhages (specified by location).
 ► Number of microhaemorrhages (in a three- category 

scale;31 separately for lobar and basal ganglia).
 ► Global cortical atrophy through the use of the 

Pasquier scale.29

 ► Medial temporal lobe atrophy through the use of the 
Scheltens’ scale.29

The nature of the brain damage will be described per 
patient group and groups will be compared with regard 
to the presence of injury.

Neuropsychological test battery analysis
To evaluate cognitive dysfunction, participant scores on 
the various neuropsychological tests will be compared 
with age, sex and education corrected norm values. 
Subsequently, mean performance will be reported per 
instrument and group. Percentages of cognitive impair-
ments will be reported per group based on the norm 

values. Group performance differences will be statistically 
evaluated.

Questionnaire analysis
Where available, questionnaire scores will be related 
to cut- off scores. Mean group scores and percentages 
above/below the cut- off scores will be reported per ques-
tionnaire, compared between groups and timepoints.

Demographics
Demographic data will be presented in form of mean 
scores and proportions, separately per group.

Comprehensive analysis
Brain damage will be related to cognitive dysfunction, 
which in turn will be related to emotional distress, cognitive 
complaints and well- being. Parameters predicting brain 
damage and cognitive dysfunction will be identified using 
hospital- related, disease- related and treatment- related 
data. The presence and severity of the consequences of 
COVID- 19 (objectives 1 and 2) will be analysed using the 
appropriate descriptive statistics and group- comparison 
tests (ICU vs non- ICU). To relate subjective (ie, question-
naires) and objective functioning (ie, neuropsychological 
tests and MRI) we will use correlational and regression 
analyses (objective 3). Long- term impact will be deter-
mined using t- tests and multilevel analyses (objective 4). 
Predictor identification will be done with regression anal-
yses (objective 5).

Table 1 Outcome measures and measurement tools per time point and patients/close ones

Domain Instrument

Patient Close one

T1 T2 T1 T2

Neurological symptoms NeNeSCo questionnaire* X       

Quality of life EuroQol- 5D- 5L (EQ- 5D- 5L)45 X X X X

Social participation Utrecht Scale for Evaluation of Rehabilitation- Participation 
(USER- P)46– restrictions subscale

X X     

Cognitive complaints Checklist for Cognitive Consequences following Intensive 
Care Admission (CLC- IC)†

X X X (proxy 
report)

X (proxy 
report)

Anxiety and depression Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS)47 X X X X

Post- traumatic stress 
symptoms

Primary Care Post- Traumatic Stress Disorder (PC- PTSD- 5)48 X X X X

Coping style Utrecht Coping List (UCL)49- subscale passive coping X X X X

(Premorbid) physical 
functioning

(Premorbid) Barthel Index50 and Patient- Reported Outcomes 
Measurement Information System physical function (PROMIS- 
PF) (short form)51

X X     

Sleep quality and 
satisfaction

Sleep Insomnia Severity Index (ISI)52 with some items of the 
Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI)53

X X     

Fatigue Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS)54 X X     

Social support Social Support List (SSL- 12- I)55 X X X X

Burden on close ones Caregiver Strain Index (CSI)56     X X

*Specifically designed for this study, assesses frequently recorded neurological symptoms associated with COVID- 19 (ie, taste, smell, and 
vision, (neuropathic-) pain, headaches, tingling, or numbness in hands/feet and muscle weakness).
†The CLC- IC is an adapted version of the Checklist for Cognition and Emotion (CLCE- 24).57
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Patient and public involvement
The study employs a user committee that consists of 
experience- experts (ie, patients with COVID- 19 and 
representatives of patient organisations for brain injury 
and postintensive care syndrome (PICS)) and healthcare 
professionals. The committee assembles periodically to 
discuss the aim of the research, its feasibility, potential 
improvements and study progress. The healthcare profes-
sionals have different backgrounds (eg, neuropsycholo-
gists, intensivists and rehabilitation physicians).

DISCUSSION
Despite the rapidly growing body of evidence, relatively 
little is known about the lasting effects that COVID- 19 
may have on its survivors, specifically concerning the rela-
tion between brain damage, neuropsychological dysfunc-
tion and well- being. The available literature suggests a 
potentially persistent impact on many areas of patients’ 
lives but calls for research to fill the knowledge gaps and 
supply data on long- term impact.1 9 This study answers 
this call for action and assesses the long- term neurolog-
ical and neuropsychological sequelae of COVID- 19 in 
formerly hospitalised patients and the impact on the well- 
being of patients and close ones.

An important strength of this investigation lies in 
connecting brain pathology to cognitive dysfunction and 
cognitive complaints. First, this allows a precise character-
isation of COVID- 19- related brain damage and its conse-
quences. Second, it differentiates between individuals 
with cognitive dysfunction and individuals with cogni-
tive complaints that cannot be objectified. Although it is 
important to facilitate patient care and rehabilitation for 
the former group, it is equally important to acknowledge 
and offer help to the latter. This is especially the case since 
both objective dysfunction and cognitive complaints can 
reduce well- being.32 This study is the first in taking this 
investigational approach to COVID- 19.

Moreover, this study not only gives insight into the 
impact of COVID- 19 on patients but also into the well- 
being of close ones. Close ones of severely ill patients 
may develop emotional distress which can decrease well- 
being and reduce the ability to engage in supportive and 
care- taking functions.14 The hospitalisation of a patient 
is often experienced as traumatic, especially when ICU 
admission is necessary. This experience may be further 
enhanced by the constant confrontation with COVID- 
19- related deaths in the media and the uncertainty of 
potential long- term health consequences. Furthermore, 
contact with the patient is limited and sometimes even 
impossible due to strict isolation measures, while the 
usual social support is reduced for similar reasons. This 
leaves the patients’ close ones particularly vulnerable. By 
including them in this research, we not only gain insight 
into their needs but also offer a potential second target 
for indirectly supporting COVID- 19 survivors.

One shortcoming of this research is the lack of a non- 
COVID- 19 ICU control group (ie, individuals treated on 

the ICU for reasons other than COVID- 19). It is hypoth-
esised that neurological consequences and the resulting 
neuropsychological dysfunctions are mostly limited to 
ICU- treated- individuals, as opposed to non- ICU- treated 
individuals. However, critical illness and associated 
treatment are commonly paired with non- specific brain 
damage (eg, atrophy, white matter lesions and haem-
orrhages) as well as with cognitive dysfunction and 
emotional distress.33–37 This impact on health, function 
and well- being is commonly summarised under the term 
PICS. The brain damage, as well as underlying mecha-
nisms, at least partially, overlap with those proposed to 
be involved in COVID- 19- associated brain damage.38 39 
To delineate disease- specific effects from effects caused 
by more general factors of severe illness, findings would 
need to be compared with those of patients treated in the 
ICU without COVID- 19, with similar disease severity and 
treatments. Data, including MRI and neuropsychological 
test data, for such cohorts, are available.40 41 The neuro-
psychological test battery used for this research consists 
of tests commonly used for research purposes and is 
therefore well- suited for later comparison with historical 
cohorts to delineate specific effects of COVID- 19 from 
the more general effects associated with critical illness 
and ICU treatment.

A second shortcoming concerns a change in treatment, 
as COVID- 19 treatment is steadily improving. Improve-
ment comes, for example, from the administration of 
anti- inflammatory agents such as tocilizumab and dexa-
methasone. These agents were found to reduce mortality 
rates among severely ill patients with COVID- 19, decrease 
the percentage of ICU admissions, reduce the need 
for mechanical ventilation and shorten the length of 
hospital stay.42–44 It is therefore also conceivable that the 
change of treatment will have led to different or reduced 
neurological and neuropsychological consequences. 
The chosen study sample is limited to the first infection 
wave, which potentially reduces the generalisability of 
results. One mechanism assumed to contribute to greater 
illness severity and COVID- 19- associated brain damage 
is an excessive immune response.1 The reduction of the 
inflammatory response therefore reduces illness severity 
and thereby the risk of brain damage directly and indi-
rectly (eg, by decreasing the need for mechanical ventila-
tion). However, while the change in treatment decreases 
the risk, it likely does not eliminate it. Furthermore, other 
mechanisms may not even be affected by this change of 
medication. Nevertheless, to tackle this problem, the 
authors plan to extend the scope of this investigation and 
additionally include a group of patients from the second 
and third European COVID- 19 wave in the future.

ICU and non- ICU patients differ in illness severity 
and may differ as well regarding other characteristics, 
such as age. These potentially confounding effects will 
be assessed before executing the main analyses and will, 
if necessary, be controlled for. At last, study results may 
be subject to self- selection bias, whereby individuals with 
certain psychological complaints (eg, post- traumatic 
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stress) refrain from study participation. Likewise, persons 
without complaints may decline participation, despite our 
efforts in clarifying that complaints are not a requirement 
for participation. To be able to estimate the influence of 
such factors, reasons for refraining from participation will 
be noted in detail.

Despite some methodological caveats, this investiga-
tion is among the first providing detailed insight into 
the complex relationship between COVID- 19- associated 
brain damage and its consequences on neuropsycholog-
ical dysfunction and cognitive complaints. The benefits 
clearly outweigh the limitations as patients as well as 
rehabilitation professionals are searching for answers 
and adequate aftercare. The findings of this study will 
be a first step in the right direction by supplying the 
necessary grounds that future care and research can 
build on.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION
Ethics approval for the study has been obtained from the 
medical research ethics committee of Maastricht Univer-
sity Medical Centre and Maastricht University (committee 
reference number NL75102.068.20) and from the local 
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pants will receive written and verbal information about 
the nature and aim of the study before giving consent. 
Participants are informed that participation is voluntary 
and about their right to withdraw at any time and without 
giving reasons. The handling of personal data will comply 
with the General Data Protection Rule and the Research 
Data Management Code of Conduct of Maastricht 
University. In accordance with the Central Committee 
on Research Involving Human Subjects statement on 
publication policy, the researchers aim to publish the 
study results (positive or negative) in international, high- 
impact peer- reviewed scientific journals. Furthermore, 
results will be presented at professional conferences and 
provided to study participants.
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